Abstract. Let G be a compact abelian group and <p a complex-valued function defined on the dual I\ The main result of this paper is that y is a compact multiplier of type (p, q), 1 -¿p < oo and 1 ¿<? ¿ oo, if and only if it satisfies the following condition : Given £>0 there corresponds a finite set XCT such that |2 ayby<p(y)\ <e whenever P=1ayy and Q = 2 byy are trigonometric polynomials satisfying ||.P||pi=l, ||ß||,'el iq' the conjugate index of q) and by = 0 for y e K. Using the above characterization we obtain the following necessary and sufficient condition for <p to be the Fourier transform of a continuous complex-valued function on G: Given c>0 there corresponds a finite set #<= T such that |2 byy(y)\ <e whenever 0 = 2 byy isa trigonometric polynomial satisfying || ÖII i = 1 and by=0 for y e K.
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Throughout the paper G is a compact abelian group, <p a complex-valued function defined on the dual F and V(G) (1 ^pf^co) the usual Lebesgue space of index p formed with respect to Haar measure on G. Let M(G) denote the convolution algebra of complex-valued regular measures which are bounded on G, and C(G) the class of all continuous complex-valued functions defined on G.
The Fourier transform / of a function feL1(G) is defined by f(y)=\aAx)(-x,y)dx (yeT) and the Fourier-Stieltjes transform fi of a measure p e M(G) by p(y)=^(-x,y)dp(x) (yeT). Proof. If P e 3(G) then the convolution product P * LP(G) is finite dimensional. Therefore convolution by P is an operator of finite rank. Thus the closure of S(G)î s contained in ml(Y).
On the other hand, if 9 e ml(Y), let ya = <pêa, where ea is a bounded approximate identity in L1(G) consisting of trigonometric polynomials. Then <pa e 3(G)~ and ¡«Pa -9>||(p,«,)-»" 0. (See Gaudry [8] or Bachelis and Gilbert [1] for details.)
Our main result is the following characterization of ml(Y):
Theorem. Let <p be a complex-valued function defined on Y, l^p<oo and l^q^co.
The following statements are equivalent:
(ii) Given s>0, there corresponds a finite subset K<=Y such that |2 avby<p(y)\ <e whenever P = 2 ayy and Q = *2byy are trigonometric polynomials satisfying \\ P || " ^ 1, Il Ô||S' Ú 1 (q' the conjugate index of q) and by = 0for y e K. (
ii) => (i). The function <p induces a linear mapping of 3(G) into 3(G) as follows: T(P) = ZP(y)<p(y)y (P e 3(G)).
Let e > 0. We claim it is enough to show that there exists a trigonometric polynomial N such that Suppose now that p = \. We will show that (ii) o(iii). If (ii) holds and e>0, let K be as given by (ii) corresponding to e/2.
If Q is a trigonometric polynomial with || Q ¡|,-^ 1 and Q \ K=0, choose a trigonometric polynomial P such that ||P ||j ^ 3/2 and P * Q = Q. Then |2 Ô(y)<p(y)| = \Ip(y)Ô(y)?(y)\ < ('/2)||P||i < ..
Therefore (ii) => (iii).
Suppose now that (iii) holds. Given e > 0 let K be as given by (iii). If P and ß are trigonometric polynomials with ||7>||1^1, ||ß||4.gl, and Q\K=0, then \\P*Qk ¿ \\P\\i\\QL i 1 and (P*QT\K=0.
Thus 12 P(y)Q(yMy) \ = 11 (P * ÖHrMr) | < -and this concludes the proof.
Applying the above characterization in the special cases m{(r) and «if (F) we obtain the following corollary :
Corollary.
Let <p be a complex-valued function defined on F. (a) The function yeL^G)^* if and only if it satisfies the following condition: Given £>0 there corresponds a finite subset 7£<=r such that |2 byy(y)\ <e whenever Q = '2lbyy is a trigonometric polynomial satisfying \ Q \\ x ^ 1 and br = 0 for y e K.
(b) The function <p e C(G)~ if and only if it satisfies the following condition: Given £>0 there corresponds a finite subset icr such that |2 bycp(y)\ <e whenever ß = 2 byy is a trigonometric polynomial satisfying || ß || i ál and by = 0 for yeK.
Proof. Clearly it is enough to show that (1) m\ ( 
